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Presenting Today
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Forward Looking Statements
During the course of this presentation, there will be 
forward-looking statements within the meaning of the 
“safe harbor” provisions of the Private Securities 
Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking 
statements often address our expected future business 
and financial performance, and often contain words such 
as “expects,” “anticipates,” “intends,” “plans,” “believes,” 
“seeks,” or “will.”

The information in this presentation is based upon our 
current expectations as of the date of this document 
unless otherwise noted. Our actual future business and 
financial performance may differ materially and 
adversely from our expectations expressed in any 
forward-looking statements.  We undertake no obligation 
to revise or publicly update our forward-looking 
statements or this presentation for any reason.  Although 
our expectations and beliefs are based on reasonable 
assumptions, actual results may differ materially.  The 
factors that may affect our results are listed in certain of 
our press releases and disclosed in the Company’s 10-K 
and 10-Q along with other public filings with the SEC.

Bob Rowe, 
CEO

Crystal Lail, 
Vice President & CFO

Brian Bird,
President & COO



• Net income for the first quarter of 2021 increased 
$12.4 million, as compared to the same period in 2020.
– Diluted earnings per share increased $0.24, or 24.0%, as 

compared to the same period in 2020.
– After adjusting for weather differences, Non-GAAP* adjusted 

earnings per share increased $0.20, or 18.9%, as compared 
to the same period in 2020.

• The Board of Directors declared a quarterly dividend of 
$0.62 per share payable June 30, 2021 to shareholders
of record as of June 15, 2021.  

Significant Events

3 * See slides 13 & 31 for additional information and Non-GAAP disclosures.

• Bid submissions for the January 2020 RFP were evaluated by an independent 
administrator.  After reviewing the independent analyses, the following portfolio of 
projects was selected for addition:
• The construction of Laurel Generating Station (175 MW natural gas-fired generating facility)
• A 5-Year agreement with Powerex to purchase capacity (market-based, for 100 MW)
• Anticipate finalizing an agreement for an energy storage contract to fill the 5-hour duration 

tier identified in the January 2020 RFP.



NorthWestern Energy
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A pure electric and natural gas utility; serving as
stewards of critical energy infrastructure; providing

essential services - in times of trial and triumph; to our
resilient customer base spanning a vast footprint over 
Montana, South Dakota, Nebraska & Yellowstone Nat’l Park.

A Strong Financial Foundation and Investment for the Long Term
• Over 100 years of operating history
• Customer bills well below national average
• Highest ever customer satisfaction scores
• Award winning and best practices corporate governance
• A history of strong earnings growth
• Stable and flexible investment grade balance sheet
• Ample liquidity to weather uncertainty (temporarily doubled targeted liquidity $100 to $200 million)
• A history of annual dividend increases (from $1.00 per share in 2005 to $2.48 in 2021)
• A disciplined capital investment program ($450 million + plan maintained for 2021)
• A history of stable and consistent customer growth
• A diverse energy supply portfolio already 65% carbon-Free (2020 MWh delivered)
• A significant generation capacity deficit with opportunity for investment



Summary Financial Results
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(1)

(First Quarter)

(1) Gross Margin, defined as revenues less cost of sales, is a non-GAAP Measure  See appendix for additional disclosure. 



Increase in gross margin due to the following factors:
$    4.1 Electric retail volumes

2.8 Natural gas retail volumes
2.1 Electric transmission

(0.5) Montana natural gas production rates
(1.4) Montana electric supply cost recovery
2.9   Other miscellaneous nonrecurring items

$  10.0 Change in Gross Margin Impacting Net Income
$    2.0 Property taxes recovered in revenue, offset in property tax expense

1.1 Production tax credits reducing revenue, offset in income tax benefit
(0.8)  Operating expense recovered in revenue, offset in operating expense 

$    2.3 Change in Gross Margin Offset Within Net Income
$  12.3 Increase in Gross Margin
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Gross Margin
(First Quarter)

(1) Gross Margin, defined as revenues less cost of sales, is a non-GAAP Measure  See appendix for additional disclosure. 

(dollars in millions) Three Months Ended March 31,
2021 2020 Variance

Electric $ 189.9 $ 180.8 $ 9.1 5.0%
Natural Gas 66.4 63.2 3.2 5.1%
Total Gross Margin $ 256.3 $ 244.0 $ 12.3 5.0%(1)



Weather
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(First Quarter)

Even with the 
February cold-snap, 
we experienced a 

warmer first quarter  
as compared to 
normal, which 

contributed 
approximately

$1.3M pretax gross 
margin detriment but 

a $2.7M pretax 
benefit as compared 
to first quarter 2020.



Operating Expenses
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(First Quarter)

$3.0 million increase in property and other taxes due primarily to an increase in Montana 
state and local taxes. 
$1.7 million increase in depreciation and depletion expense primarily due to 
plant additions.

(dollars in millions) Three Months Ended March 31,
2021 2020 Variance

Operating, general & admin. $ 80.9 $ 79.0 $ 1.9 2.4%
Property and other taxes 47.5 44.5 3.0 6.7%
Depreciation and depletion 47.0 45.3 1.7 3.8%
Operating Expenses $ 175.4 $ 168.8 $  6.6 3.9%

Increase in Operating, general & administrative expense due to the following factors:
$   (1.6) Uncollectible accounts

(0.6) Travel and training
(0.4) Labor
(0.3) Generation maintenance
0.4 Employee benefits

(1.1)  Other miscellaneous decreases
$   (3.6) Change in OG&A Items Impacting Net Income
$    4.5 Non-employee directors deferred compensation, offset in other income 

1.8 Pension and other postretirement benefits, offset in revenue
(0.8) Operating expenses recovered in trackers, offset in revenue

$    5.5        Change in OG&A Items Offset Within Net Income
$    1.9 Increase in Operating, General & Administrative Expenses



Operating to Net Income
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(First Quarter)

$0.8 million decrease in interest expenses was primarily due lower interest on our 
revolving credit facility and higher capitalization of Allowance for Funds used During 
Construction (AFUDC), slightly offset by higher borrowings.
$7.6 million increase in other income includes a $4.5 million increase in the value of 
deferred shares held in trust for non-employee directors deferred compensation and an 
$1.8 million decrease in other pension expense (both of which are offset in OG&A 
expenses with no impact to net income), and higher capitalization of AFUDC
$1.8 million decrease in income tax benefit primarily due to higher pretax income 
partially offset by slightly improved permanent or flow-through adjustments.

(dollars in millions) Three Months Ended March 31,

2021 2020 Variance
Operating Income $ 80.9 $ 75.2 $ 5.7  7.6%
Interest Expense (23.5) (24.3) 0.8 3.3%
Other Income / (Expense) 5.6 (2.0) 7.6 380.0%
Income Before Taxes 63.1 48.9 14.2 29.0%
Income Tax Benefit 0.0 1.8 (1.8) (100.0%)
Net Income $ 63.1 $ 50.7 $ 12.4 24.5%



Income Tax Reconciliation
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(First Quarter)

We expect NOLs to be available into 2021 with alternative minimum tax credits and 
production tax credits to be available into 2023 to reduce cash taxes.  Additionally, we 

anticipate our effective tax rate to reach approximately 10% by 2024.



Balance Sheet
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Targeted debt to 
capitalization 

ratio of
50%-55%

53.6% Debt to 
Capitalization at 
March 31, 2021



Cash Flow
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Cash from operating 
activities decreased 
by over $92 million 
primarily due to an 

$80.9 million increase 
in market purchases 
of supply resulting in 
an under collection of 

supply costs from 
customers in the 

current period due to 
colder winter weather 
in February 2021 and 

a refund of 
approximately $20.5 
million to our FERC 
regulated wholesale 
customers in the first 

quarter of 2021.



Adjusted Non-GAAP Earnings
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The adjusted 
non-GAAP 
measures 

presented in 
the table above 

are being 
shown to 

reflect 
significant 

items that were 
not 

contemplated 
in our original 

guidance, 
however they 
should not be 
considered a 
substitute for 

financial 
results and 
measures 

determined or 
calculated in 
accordance 
with GAAP.  

(First Quarter)

(1) As a result of the adoption of Accounting Standard Update 2017-07 in March 2018, pension and other employee benefit expense is now 
disaggregated on the GAAP income statement with portions now recorded in both OG&A expense and Other (Expense) Income lines. To
facilitate better understanding of trends in year-over-year comparisons, the non-GAAP adjustment above re-aggregates the expense in OG&A -
as it was historically presented prior to the ASU 2017-07 (with no impact to net income or earnings per share). 



2020 Non-GAAP to 2021 EPS Bridge
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Assumptions included in the 2021 Guidance includes, but not limited to, the following major assumptions:
• Normal weather in our electric and natural gas service territories;
• Continued Covid-19 related reduction in our commercial and industrial sales volumes, offset in part by an increase in 

usage by residential customers through the second quarter of 2021;
• A consolidated income tax rate of approximately (2.5%) to +2.5% of pre-tax income; and
• Diluted average shares outstanding of approximately 51.5 million to 51.8 million.

The 20 cent EPS guidance 
range slightly wider than
normal primarily due to 
Covid-19 uncertainties.  
Guidance range may be 
narrowed in the 2nd or 3rd

quarter when we have a
better sense of its impact

to our margins.  

Non-GAAP 2020 to 2021 
midpoint EPS growth rate

of 4.5%.

$2.48 annualized dividend
is expected to be at the

upper end of our 60%-70%
targeted payout of EPS.



Earnings Per Share and Dividend History

15 See prior page for Guidance Assumptions and see “Non-GAAP Financial Measures” slide in appendix for reconciliation of “Non-GAAP Adjusted EPS”

Non-GAAP 
Adjusted 

EPS Growth 
Averaged 
4.3% from 

2013 - 2020

Annualized 
dividend 

growth rate 
of 

6.7% from 
2013 - 2020

Continued investment in our system to serve our customers and communities is expected to provide
annualized 4% - 5% growth in rate base and a targeted 3% - 6% annualized EPS growth to our investors over 
the long-term.  Maintaining our 60-70% targeted dividend payout ratio, we anticipate the dividend growth rate 

to be in line with the EPS growth rate going forward.

Earnings Per Share vs Guidance

Dividend and Payout Ratio



Based on the results of the competitive solicitation process in South Dakota, approximately $100 million
of incremental investment for SD generation is included in the projections above (2021-2023).

This level of capital investment is anticipated to result in annualized rate base growth of 4%-5%.  

The projections do not include the results of the Montana RFP. Independent third-party analyses 
selected a portfolio of projects including our proposed 175 MW natural gas-fired generation plant 

near Laurel, Montana.  If approved by the MPSC, our cost to construct this project
is expected to be approximately $250 million (primarily over 2022-2023).

Maintaining Capital Investment Forecast
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• $2.1 billion of total capital investment 
over the five year period.

• We expect to finance this capital with a 
combination of cash flows from 
operations, first mortgage bonds and 
equity issuances. We anticipate 
initiating a $200 million At-the-Market 
(ATM) offering during the second 
quarter of 2021.  Any equity issuances 
will be sized to maintain and protect our 
current credit ratings.

• Financing plans are subject to change, 
depending on capital expenditures, 
regulatory outcomes, internal cash 
generation, market conditions and other 
factors.



Looking Forward (Regulatory)
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• We do not expect to make general rate case filings in any of our 
regulatory jurisdictions during 2021. We have made or anticipate making
several other regulatory filings, primarily in our Montana jurisdiction, including:

• An April 15, 2021 filing requesting to delay the implementation of our fixed 
cost recovery mechanism pilot for another year until July 2022 or beyond, due to the 
continued uncertainties created by the COVID-19 pandemic;

• An April 21, 2021 filing requesting approval to increase the forecasted costs used to 
develop rates for the recover of electric power costs through our Power Cost and 
Credit Adjustment Mechanism (PCCAM) by approximately $17 million; and

• A May 2021 filing requesting approval to acquire electric capacity resources identified 
through our January 2020 RFP.

• In May 2019, we filed proposed revisions to our FERC transmission rates. 
In November 2020 we reached a settlement with intervenors establishing 
formula rates. The settlement, and a motion to implement settlement rates, 
were filed on November 16th. The motion was granted on November 25th and 
we began charging settlement rates on December 1st. We refunded 
approximately $20.5 million to our wholesale customers in the first 
quarter of 2021.  In March 2021, we submitted a compliance filing with the 
MPSC adjusting the FERC credit in our retail rates. The MPSC approved, 
on an interim basis, both the updated revenue credit 
and the refund amount* that will be completed over a one-year
period, beginning April 1, 2021.

*As of March 31, 2021 we had cumulative deferred revenue for refund of approximately $12.8 million.



February Cold Weather Event 
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• In February 2021, a prolonged cold spell resulted in record winter peak demand for 
electricity and natural gas.  In our SD & NE service territories, natural gas costs for 
the month of February 2021 exceeded the total cost for all of 2020.

• We recorded a regulatory asset of approximately $26 million for natural gas 
supply we incurred in Nebraska. Considering customer impacts, we proposed 
recovery of our costs over a two-year period. We expect the Nebraska Public 
Service Commission to issue a decision during the second quarter of 2021.

• We recorded approximate $17.8 million as a regulatory asset for supply costs 
incurred in our SD jurisdiction for natural gas supply costs in February.  The 
South Dakota Public Utilities Commission (SDPUC) issued an order allowing 
recovery over a one-year period, effective March 1, 2021.

• In Montana, while the impact was still significant, the degree of price excursion 
was not as significant due to availability of Canadian gas (AECO) from the 
north. Our combination electric and gas system performed exceptionally well.  
However, energy imports during this period were critical to maintain services 
in Montana.

• Each year we submit filings for recovery of purchased power, natural gas and 
property tax costs.  The respective state commissions review these tracker filings 
and make cost recovery determinations based on prudency. 



February Cold Weather Event (Montana)
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(Megawatts)                                                                          (Megawatt Hours) 

The chart illustrates the actual contribution of energy, by resource, during 
February’s multi-day cold weather event, the capacity deficit, and the 

market price of power. (Thermal includes all thermal resources – 222 MW 
Colstrip Unit 4, mandatory-purchase Qualifying Facilities, and natural gas.)

Hydro
(484MW)

Coal and 
Natural Gas 

(511MW)

Solar
(17MW)

Wind
(455MW)

Resource Adequacy Requirement

Accredited Capacity of current portfolio

NWE Load Purchase Price

Portfolio Resource                           Portfolio Resource Production



NorthWestern consistently imports significant volumes of power to serve 
Montana customers during peak usage periods.

Large Electricity Imports Were Critical (Montana)

• Regional events helped avoid outages
• Colder weather shifted to the east
• Outages in Oregon meant more power was available to purchase

• Market prices spiked as the event went on
• Transmission system for imports significantly constrained

Net Electricity Imports into Montana – Feb. 10-15, 2021
(“-” Represents Energy Import)
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850 MW Net Import
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		31-Dec-99 00:00:00		0		0		0		0		621.6213710755		0		0				0		0				19				12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		621.6213710755		443.8141441345		0.5954817533		633.4783325195

		31-Dec-99 00:00:00		0		0		0		0		617.3981651291		0		0				0		0				20				12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		617.3981651291		444.0288066864		0.5954817533		626.0466918945

		31-Dec-99 00:00:00		0		0		0		0		618.5966375321		0		0				0		0				21				12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		618.5966375321		443.4709148407		0.5954817533		563.7333374023

		31-Dec-99 00:00:00		0		0		0		0		622.1012828797		0		0				0		0				22				12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		622.1012828797		442.8196392059		0.5954817533		487.6407470703

		31-Dec-99 00:00:00		0		0		0		0		616.0776355714		0		0				0		0				23				12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		616.0776355714		445.6368408203		0.5954817533		406.7407226563

																										24				12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		600.8078296632		442.1834354401		0.5954817533		341.0333251953

																														12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		600.8750980347		444.967956543		-0.0092827603		319.0400085449

				0																										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		602.7696369141		444.5764141083		-0.0092827603		307.996673584

																														12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		602.2395008057		446.7505474091		-0.0092827603		320.4616699219

																														12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		605.6329944581		441.3928813934		-0.0092827603		350.6499938965

		MCK_GEN.GEN.MCKG.GENR.MWT		MHD.GEN.BASN.GENR.MWT		HARDIN_A.GEN.RMTN.GENR.MWT		MONT_1.GEN.MON1.MW		B_G_I.TIELN.BGI.MW		COLSTRIP.GEN.MP34.MWA_		COLSTRIP.GEN.PP34.MWAI																12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		603.5939758271		441.4533081055		-0.0092827603		403.5388793945

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		604.2164276093		445.7935791016		-0.0092827603		495.4888916016

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		617.5839202851		443.1628684998		-0.0092827603		590.2229003906

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		618.8838012666		440.313835144		-0.0092827603		657.0972290039

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		623.9483764619		435.2017459869		0.2461336702		692.950012207

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		622.6521862		433.0471019745		0.2461336702		696.75

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		624.6268279999		428.2372398376		0.2461336702		677.1314697266

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		573.0258491486		429.5276641846		0.2461336702		657.0700073242

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		604.0380256623		424.0992870331		2.2511837482		611.5816650391

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		630.0498283356		427.2020263672		2.2511837482		557.0800170898

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		633.4199092835		434.4002056122		2.2511837482		544.9600219727

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		633.5172718018		434.2470989227		2.2511837482		573.943359375

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		633.9153307378		434.6901226044		2.2511837482		606.392578125

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		663.453710556		428.4552536011		0.231317088		618.9766845703

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		718.5522842407		431.0200443268		0.231317088		629.1333618164

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		690.3079147339		431.9749698639		0.231317088		682.1166992188

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		631.8258152008		434.389629364		0.231317088		698.5783081055

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		624.9137134552		437.5663433075		0.231317088		642.6083374023

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		0		625.7118549347		438.1749820709		0.231317088		555.681640625

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		49.5917434692		604.5248165131		434.3445701599		0.231317088		457.7166748047

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		56.4898109436		610.1068248749		434.0646934509		-0.0123040229		421.6222229004

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		44.6208534241		546.4196952805		433.1786441803		-0.0123040229		474.3516540527

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		37.2154273987		514.8515968323		433.1912498474		-0.0123040229		541.9233398438

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		45.9175643921		510.2761631012		433.1866722107		-0.0123040229		565.9966430664

		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		65.9887619019		508.1897220612		436.6965312958		-0.0123040229		587.8185424805

																				0										12/31/99 0:00		0		0		75.3280105591		531.2937736511		431.1310367584		-0.0123040229		656.5791625977

																														12/31/99 0:00		0		0		82.2285003662		530.858505249		427.9154605865		-0.0123040229		727.5604248047

		CANFERRY.GEN.CYFY.MWT		PPL_MT.STNANA.TOTAL_HYDRO_MI.MW.MW		KERR.GEN.SKQ.MW		GEN_PE_GF_Hydro_Total		TURNBULL.GEN.TRNB.GENR.MWT		BRDWTR_H.GEN.BRDW.MW																		12/31/99 0:00		0		0		87.0781478882		545.6739501953		434.8328800201		-0.0123040229		750.9866943359

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		0		0		102.9206542969		544.3877105713		433.1752929688		0.6258877516		735.0666503906

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		0		0		90.0797119141		547.0918655396		433.5848503113		0.6258877516		706.0300292969

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		0		0		74.6361160278		548.5803070068		427.2962589264		2.65229702		717.3062744141

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		0		0		89.4803390503		488.4960212708		425.3914756775		2.65229702		766.4050292969

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		0		0		95.7198791504		469.7175121307		430.6761112213		2.65229702		778.7666625977

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		0		0		103.751449585		470.3492774963		436.5665245056		2.65229702		731.6049804688

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		0		0		103.9669265747		469.4774188995		441.8269615173		2.65229702		688.5383300781

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		0		0		114.0676040649		466.4863052368		445.7507591248		2.65229702		692.4483642578

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		0		0		113.6880874634		473.3544506058		446.6397686005		0.5542660952		734.4116821289

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		0		0		102.6568603516		473.6635636091		441.6658267975		0.5542660952		772.6055297852

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		0		0		57.153137207		486.7262008637		443.4306316376		0.5542660952		785.6270751953

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		0		0		64.324798584		477.6088203415		443.1098823547		0.5542660952		773.7055664063

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		0		0		41.117023468		477.2417285889		442.1213264465		0.5542660952		762.8685302734

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		0		0		29.3051223755		475.4722335786		439.4893398285		0.5542660952		721.6583251953

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		0		0		47.4861335754		473.560591504		439.269071579		0.5542660952		647.9027709961

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		1575.1394042969		-593.862487793		64.1834716797		473.2300765961		432.4337711334		0.5542660952		593.862487793

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		1554.1987304688		-539.3208618164		30.9142379761		484.6931312531		444.3292999268		-0.0133632887		539.3208618164

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		1552.1921386719		-528.1138916016		8.2173719406		483.6019695252		440.5555534363		-0.0133632887		528.1138916016

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		1557.1385498047		-572.1541748047		-0.0835604221		498.1241863221		429.8775291443		-0.0133632887		572.1541748047

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		1564.1614990234		-623.5888671875		-2.1722893715		482.659790799		439.8150615692		-0.0133632887		623.5888671875

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		1586.9248046875		-639.5216674805		-2.8056759834		484.0362346619		440.6775169373		-0.0133632887		639.5216674805

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		1633.5541992188		-682.6694335938		-3.5944771767		523.1742610931		442.0518760681		-0.0133632887		682.6694335938

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		1686.1982421875		-775.2833251953		-2.885614872		518.7721099854		445.088218689		-0.0133632887		775.2833251953

		0		0		0		0		0		0				0														12/31/99 0:00		1730.8635253906		-832.0999755859		-0.7855990529		518.3443412781		446.04088974		-0.0133632887		832.0999755859

		7/22/19 23:59																												12/31/99 0:00		1777.3171386719		-836.7791748047		-0.5837045312		517.5794124603		446.7853050232		0.7927020788		836.7791748047

		REC		BitCoin		Crypto		Colstrip Aux																						12/31/99 0:00		1781.6820068359		-851.9833374023		5.9134464264		470.752040267		447.9757041931		2.8006982803		851.9833374023

		ASIMI.METER.ASIMI_PLANT.KW		MHD.LOAD.BITCOIN_LOAD.MEAS.MW				COLSTRIP.XFMR.BK6H.MW																						12/31/99 0:00		1780.8544921875		-847.0333251953		13.2164735794		469.9732437134		445.5848350525		2.8006982803		847.0333251953

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1752.6522216797		-816.568359375		18.0109806061		473.5519161224		448.7203350067		2.8006982803		816.568359375

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1714.1530761719		-763.1099853516		16.6229858398		474.4101924896		443.6731529236		2.8006982803		763.1099853516

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1689.4797363281		-713.5549926758		16.7128658295		480.4697704315		448.6551513672		2.8006982803		713.5549926758

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1680.8466796875		-708.9799804688		20.5625991821		481.3149871826		450.0130290985		2.8006982803		708.9799804688

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1691.0036621094		-721.9766845703		22.6232452393		479.4218620285		451.7377300262		2.8006982803		721.9766845703

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1717.6864013672		-752.9000244141		20.1902389526		521.3666591644		454.1562480927		0.7114341259		752.9000244141

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1791.0942382813		-803.2166748047		13.3658666611		520.4900455475		455.3352031708		0.7114341259		803.2166748047

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1796.1037597656		-799.0833129883		16.1999416351		520.2823467255		456.2938079834		0.7114341259		799.0833129883

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1769.5524902344		-759.049987793		20.8462657928		522.2320957184		457.588218689		0.7114341259		759.049987793

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1727.9683837891		-723.1833496094		21.5521392822		519.176027298		461.5716247559		0.7114341259		723.1833496094

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1676.7918701172		-696.5416870117		18.2218723297		497.6512012482		461.1738548279		0.7114341259		696.5416870117

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1617.1857910156		-659.0833129883		11.6066274643		470.776473999		458.7900314331		0.7114341259		659.0833129883

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1583.0705566406		0		0		466.2063407898		455.2612514496		0.7114341259		608.9027709961

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1557.7789306641		0		0		466.7973155975		457.3580913544		-0.0131715667		573.2138671875

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1544.8741455078		0		0		464.8424415588		451.6163883209		-0.0131715667		588.0999755859

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1543.8472900391		0		0		461.6982688904		449.9699020386		-0.0131715667		611.8518676758

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1549.1807861328		0		0		455.6575950608		450.93542099		-0.0131715667		627.5150146484

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1566.4390869141		0		0		499.9430999756		450.6358261108		-0.0131715667		632.4683227539

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1597.6330566406		0		0		499.1349391937		447.813835144		-0.0131715667		661.9333496094

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1660.6206054688		0		0		500.4338130951		448.4921836853		-0.0131715667		688.7537231445

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1717.42578125		0		0		514.3126430511		446.2794685364		-0.0131715667		728.3916625977

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1753.5091552734		0		0		513.7256374359		443.7696094513		0.9663546085		744.056640625

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1775.3409423828		0		0		523.6864128113		443.5000171661		0.9663546085		745.9233398438

		0		0				0																						12/31/99 0:00		1747.8658447266		0		0		515.2377986908		450.2042808533		0.9663546085		768.5016479492

																														12/31/99 0:00		1713.7469482422		0		0		517.8330459595		449.7492370605		0.9663546085		745.0766601563

																														12/31/99 0:00		1691.5560302734		0		0		520.5676879883		447.2102642059		2.9835157394		711.0366821289

																														12/31/99 0:00		1664.3687744141		0		0		519.7360019684		453.830821991		2.9835157394		672.0533447266

																														12/31/99 0:00		1657.5743408203		0		0		521.6900882721		456.4992790222		2.9835157394		638.0999755859

																														12/31/99 0:00		1667.9044189453		0		0		524.2657318115		455.5315055847		2.9835157394		623.3592529297

																														12/31/99 0:00		1715.2955322266		0		0		520.5699710846		462.406288147		0.9263073206		714.6166992188

																														12/31/99 0:00		1799.3471679688		0		0		516.5622282028		465.035900116		0.9263073206		810.3883056641

																														12/31/99 0:00		1804.5174560547		0		0		506.5458660126		465.4822940826		0.9263073206		830.2138671875

																														12/31/99 0:00		1783.7423095703		0		0		489.5945491791		458.0977668762		0.9263073206		799.5283203125

																														12/31/99 0:00		1711.7105712891		0		0		490.186580658		459.0762023926		0.9263073206		738.1433105469
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60 MW of flexible capacity underway in Huron, SD

South Dakota
• Construction continues for a 60MW RICE project in Huron, SD to be online in late 2021 with total 

construction costs of approximately $80 million (~$40 million invested in 2020).
• An additional 30-40 MW of flexible generation in Aberdeen, SD is in the planning stages and expected to 

be online in 2023 with a cost of approximately $60 million.

Montana
• Initial bids for the January 2020 RFP were received in July 2020.  Bid 

submissions were evaluated by an independent party with the following 
portfolio of projects selected:

• Laurel Generation Station - Construction of 175 MW of flexible 
reciprocating internal combustion engines (RICE) near Laurel, MT, 
which we will own.  If we receive MPSC approval to build, the cost to 
construct this plant is expected to be approximately $250 million and 
be available for commercial operation in late 2023 / early 2024; and

• Powerex Transaction – a 5-year power purchase agreement for 100 
MW of capacity and energy products originating predominately from 
hydroelectric resources.

We also anticipate finalizing an agreement for an energy storage 
contract shortly to fill the 5-hour duration tier identified in the January 
2020 RFP.  We expect to request MPSC approval of the Laurel 
Generation Station, and possibly an energy storage contract, in May 
2021 with a decision anticipated 6 to 9 months after filing.



ESG Advancements

22 www.northwesternenergy.com/our-company/investor-relations

THE USE BY NORTHWESTERN CORP OF ANY MSCI ESG RESEARCH LLC OR ITS 
AFFILIATES (“MSCI”) DATA, AND THE USE OF MSCI LOGOS, TRADEMARKS, 
SERVICE MARKS OR INDEX NAMES HEREIN, DO NOT CONSTITUTE A 
SPONSORSHIP, ENDORSEMENT, RECOMMENDATION, OR PROMOTION OF 
NORTHWESTERN CORP BY MSCI. MSCI SERVICES AND DATA ARE THE 
PROPERTY OF MSCI OR ITS INFORMATION PROVIDERS, AND ARE PROVIDED 
‘AS-IS’ AND WITHOUT WARRANTY. MSCI NAMES AND LOGOS ARE 
TRADEMARKS OR SERVICE MARKS OF MSCI. 

• NorthWestern has a new Environmental, 
Social and Governance landing page. The new page: 

• Consolidates existing ESG information;
• Includes disclosures of 20 new and existing policies 

and standards necessary for a best-practices ESG 
program; and

• Includes a new, easy reference, Sustainability 
Statistics Report to disclose 5-year trend of 
operational and financial ESG data and statistics.

• We continue to make progress on several ESG
ratings with the most substantial improvement 
at MSCI (from BB to A in the latest report).

www.northwesternenergy.com/our-company/investor-relations/ESG-Sustainability

• The first volume of BRIGHT 
Magazine was published this 
week.  This quarterly publication 
will showcase our employees, 
our customers, our communities, 
and our commitment to 
sustainability.
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Segment ResultsAppendix

(1)

(1) Gross Margin, defined as revenues less cost of sales, is a non-GAAP Measure.
See appendix for additional disclosure. 

(1)

(First Quarter)
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Electric SegmentAppendix

(1) Gross Margin, defined as revenues less cost of sales, is a non-GAAP Measure.
See appendix for additional disclosure. 

(First Quarter)
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Natural Gas SegmentAppendix

(1) Gross Margin, defined as revenues less cost of sales, is a non-GAAP Measure.
See appendix for additional disclosure. 

(First Quarter)



Quarterly PCCAM Impacts
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Appendix

In 2017, the Montana legislature 
revised the statute regarding our 
recovery of electric supply costs. 
In response, the MPSC approved 
a new design for our electric 
tracker in 2018, effective July 1, 
2017. The revised electric tracker, 
or PCCAM established a baseline 
of power supply costs and tracks 
the differences between the actual 
costs and revenues. Variances in 
supply costs above or below the 
baseline are allocated 90% to 
customers and 10% to 
shareholders, with an annual 
adjustment. From July 2017 to 
May 2019, the PCCAM also 
included a "deadband" which 
required us to absorb the 
variances within +/- $4.1 million 
from the base, with 90% of the 
variance above or below the 
deadband collected from or 
refunded to customers. In 2019, 
the Montana legislature revised 
the statute effective May 7, 2019, 
prohibiting a deadband, allowing 
100% recovery of QF purchases, 
and maintaining the 90% / 10% 
sharing ratio for other purchases.



Our electric QF liability consists of unrecoverable costs associated with contracts covered under 
PURPA that are part of a 2002 stipulation with the MPSC and other parties. Risks / losses associated 
with these contracts are born by shareholders, not customers.  Therefore, any mitigation of prior losses 
and / or benefits of  liability reduction also accrue to shareholders.

Qualified Facility Earnings Adjustment 
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Appendix

The gain in 2020 for our QF 
liability was $3.1 million in 
total, it was comprised of 
$2.2 million adjustment to 
the liability and $0.9 million 
lower actual costs over last 
12 months (QF contract 
year). This 
$3.1 million benefit is 
$3.3 million less than the 
$6.4 million total benefit we 
recognized in Q2 last year.

Due to our expectations 
regarding the 
remeasurement frequency of 
our QF liability, we no longer 
reflect this adjustment as a 
non-GAAP measure. 



NWE Rate Base and Earnings Profile
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Appendix

(1)  The revenue requirement associated with the FERC regulated portion of Montana electric transmission and ancillary services are included as revenue credits to 
our MPSC jurisdictional customers. Therefore, we do not separately reflect FERC authorized rate base or authorized returns.
(2)  The Montana gas revenue requirement includes a step down which approximates annual depletion of our natural gas production assets included in rate base.
(3)  For those items marked as "n/a," the respective settlement and/or order was not specific as to these terms.

Revenue from coal generation is not easily 
identifiable due to the use of bundled rates 
in South Dakota and other rate design and 
accounting considerations. However, 
NorthWestern is a fully regulated utility 
company for which rate base is the primary 
driver for earnings. The data to the left 
illustrates that NorthWestern only derives 
approximately 9-12% of earnings from its 
jointly owned coal generation rate base.

Coal Generation Rate Base as a percentage of Total Rate Base



These materials include financial 
information prepared in 
accordance with GAAP, as well as 
other financial measures, such as 
Gross Margin and Adjusted Diluted 
EPS, that are considered “non-
GAAP financial measures.”  
Generally, a non-GAAP financial 
measure is a numerical measure 
of a company's financial 
performance, financial position or 
cash flows that exclude (or include) 
amounts that are included in (or 
excluded from) the most directly 
comparable measure calculated 
and presented in accordance with 
GAAP.  Gross Margin (Revenues 
less Cost of Sales) is a non-GAAP 
financial measure due to the 
exclusion of depreciation from the 
measure.  Gross Margin is used by 
us to determine whether we are 
collecting the appropriate amount 
of energy costs from customers to 
allow recovery of operating costs.  
Adjusted Diluted EPS is another 
non-GAAP measure.  The 
Company believes the 
presentation of Adjusted Diluted 
EPS is more representative of our 
normal earnings than the GAAP 
EPS due to the exclusion (or 
inclusion) of certain impacts that 
are not reflective of ongoing 
earnings.
The presentation of these non-
GAAP measures is intended to 
supplement investors' 
understanding of our financial 
performance and not to replace 
other GAAP measures as an 
indicator of actual operating 
performance.  Our measures may 
not be comparable to other 
companies' similarly titled 
measures.

Non-GAAP Financial Measures
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